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Abstract. Privacy of RFID systems is receiving increasing attentions in the 
RFID community and an important issue required as to the security of RFID 
system. Backward privacy means the adversary can not trace the tag later even 
if he reveals the internal states of the tag sometimes before. In this paper, we 
analyze two recently proposed RFID authentication schemes: Randomized GPS 
and Randomized Hashed GPS scheme. We show both of them can not provide 
backward privacy in Juels and Weis privacy model, which allows the adversary 
to know whether the reader authenticates the tag successfully or not. In addition, 
we present a new protocol, called Challenge-Hiding GPS, based on the Schnorr 
identification scheme. The challenge is hidden from the eavesdropping through 
the technique of Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol. The new protocol can 
satisfy backward privacy, and it has less communication overheads and almost 
the same computation, compared with the two schemes analyzed. 
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1   Introduction 

As Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are becoming more common (for 
example in access control, product tracking, e-ticketing, electronic passports), 
managing the associated privacy and security concerns becomes more important. 
Since RFID tags are primarily used for authentication purposes, ‘security’ in this 
context means that it should be infeasible to fake a legitimate tag, and ‘Privacy’, on 
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the other hand, means that adversaries should not be able to identify, trace, or link tag 
appearances. 

To settle the security and privacy problems, several authentication protocols were 
presented. Feldhofer et. al. [1] proposed a challenge-response authentication protocol 
based on AES algorithm; HB+[2] protocol, a very efficient protocol presented by 
Juels and Weis, is based on the well known LPN problem, but it can not resist man-
in-the-middle attack[3], and the subsequent modifications[4,5] all can not resist this 
attack[6,7]. To measure the privacy level of various RFID protocols, several models 
for privacy preserving RFID authentication systems have already been proposed, such 
as Juels and Weis [8](JW model), Burmenster, van Le and de Medeiros [9] and 
Vaudenay [10]. In the JW model, the adversary has the ability to corrupt the tag and 
retrieve the internal secrets, and he also knows the authentication result of the reader. 
Backward privacy, proposed in [11], means that if the adversary reveals the internal 
state of a tag at some time t , the adversary is not able to tell whether a transaction 
after time τ+t (for some 0>τ ) involves the tag, provided that the adversary does 
not eavesdrop on the tag continuously after time t . 

Usually it is believed public-key cryptography is too slow, complex and power-
hungry for RFID. However, recent publications on compact and efficient Elliptic 
Curve Cryptography (ECC) implementations challenge this assumption [12, 13]. One 
of the first ECC based authentication protocols is the EC-RAC protocol[14] that has 
been proposed to address tracking attacks. However, it is shown that EC-RAC is 
vulnerable to various man-in-the-middle and replay attacks[15-17]. As a result, the 
EC-RAC protocol has been gradually revised in [18] to tackle the known attacks. In 
[19], Bringer et.al. have a research on the identification scheme with privacy 
requirement. They propose a framework which enables to transform some generic ZK 
scheme into private scheme and they apply as a relevant example this framework to 
the GPS scheme[20] to propose two efficient schemes(Randomized GPS and 
Randomized Hashed GPS). 

In this paper, we give an analysis of Randomized GPS and Randomized Hashed 
GPS, and show they can not provide backward privacy in the JW privacy model. 
Besides we propose an efficient ECC-based authentication protocol for RFID system 
named Challenge-Hiding GPS scheme, and the scheme can provide backward privacy. 
In addition, compared with the two schemes in [19], our scheme has less 
communication overhead and almost the same computation.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives some preliminaries and recalls 
the JW privacy model; we present the analysis of Randomized GPS and Randomized 
Hashed GPS schemes as to a JW adversary in section 3; The Challenge-Hiding GPS 
scheme which satisfy backward privacy is presented in section 4, and we conclude the 
paper in section 5. 

2  Preliminaries 

In this part, we briefly present the preliminaries used in this paper. The schemes we 
mention are all based upon elliptic curve cryptography(ECC). The security of the 
ECC lies on the difficulty of solving the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem 
(ECDLP), and it can achieve same security as of RSA with the key of fewer bits. Let 



G  denote group of points on an elliptic curve with prime order q , and P  is a 
generator. −+ /  means elliptic curve point addition/subtraction. )(⋅H  is a 
collision-resistant hash function. Some mainly used hard problems related to ECC are 
given below: 

Definition 1 (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)). Given 
GQP ∈, , it is hard to find the integer *

qZk ∈  such that kPQ = . 
Definition 2 (Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem (CDHP)). For any 

*, qZba ∈ , given ),,( bPaPP , the computation of abP  is hard. 

Definition 3 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (DDHP)). For any *,, qZcba ∈ , 
given ),,,( cPbPaPP , it is hard to decide whether or not abPcP = , i.e. decide 

qabc mod≡  or not.  

2.1   RFID Systems 

We assume that an RFID system is composed with one reader and many tags. The 
reader is not corruptible and all the data stored in reader side are secure. Only the 
wireless link established between the reader and the involving tag during a protocol 
instance is insecure. Tags are not tamper-proofed. 

Definition 2.1 RFID Authentication scheme. An RFID authentication scheme is 
defined by two setup algorithms and the actual protocol. 

–SetupReader( s1 ) is used to generate the required system public parameters PK  
and reader’s private parameters SK  by supplying a security parameter s . 

–SetupTag ( ID ) is used to generate necessary tag secrets key IDK  and memory 
states IDS  by inputting PK  and a custom unique ID . IDS  can be updated during 
the protocol. Notice that IDK  and IDS  are not public and are not available to the 
adversary unless the tag is corrupted. 

–the actual protocol used to identify/authenticate tags with the reader. 
The main security objective of an RFID system is to ensure that only legitimate 

tags are accepted by honest readers (tag authentication). Many application cases 
additionally require reader to determine the authentic tag identity(tag identification). 
Moreover, there are several applications (e.g., electronic tickets) where reader 
authentication is a fundamental security property. Here we only consider tag 
authentication. 

The most deterrent privacy risk concerns the tracking of tag users, which allows the 
creation and misuse of detailed user profiles in an RFID system and an RFID system 
should provide anonymity (confidentiality of the tag identity) as well as untraceability 
(unlinkability of the communication of a tag) even if the state of a tag has been 
disclosed. 



2.2   JW Privacy Model for RFID Systems 

Here we briefly summarize JW privacy model[8], which based on indistinguishability 
of tags. The oracles the adversary can access include: )(IDCreatTag  allows the 
creation of a free tag; ()Launch  starts a protocol instance at reader’s side and a 
unique handle π  of this instance is returned; ),( πmSendreader  sends a message 
m  to the reader for the handle π , and ),( πmSendTag  sends a message m  to the 
tag determined by handle π ; )(πresult  returns either 1 if the instance π  
completed with success or 0 otherwise; )(tagCorrupt  returns all the internal secrets 
of tag . 

Here we give the backward privacy definition based on the notion of 
indistinguishability game.  

Definition 2.2 Backward Privacy. Backward privacy is defined using the game 
played between the adversary A  and a collection of reader and tag instances. A  
runs the game whose setting is as follows: 

First the system is set up, and the adversary A  obtains the corresponding public 
parameters. Then via the learning phase, A  can access to all the oracles above. After 
that, the challenger chooses two tags },{ 10 TagTag , and both tags can be corrupted by 
the adversary already. After a randomly bit }1,0{∈b  is chosen, the adversary can 
make a polynomial number of oracle calls to the system, but cannot corrupt the 
challenged tag bTag  any more. At last, the adversary outputs a guess bit }1,0{'∈b  
indicating his guess of the value of b . The success of A  in winning the game and 
thus breaking the notion of backward privacy is quantified in terms of A ’s advantage 
in distinguishing },{ 10 TagTag , i.e. it correctly guesses b.  

We say the protocol is considered backward privacy if (ε  is negligible): 
ε+≤ 5.0)( correctlybguessesApr  

3   Remarks on Randomized GPS and Randomized Hashed GPS 

In this part, we first review the Randomized GPS and Randomized Hashed GPS 
schemes[19], then we give an impersonate attack on both two schemes, and man-in-
the-middle attack on Randomized GPS scheme to show they can not provide 
backward privacy as to adversary in JW model. 

Randomized GPS. The secret/public key pairs of the tag and the reader are 
),( sPIs =  and ),( vPUv = , and the scheme is executed as follows: 

1.  the tag randomly selects *
21, qZrr ∈ , computes and sends the reader PrA 11 =  

and UrA 22 = ; 
2. After receiving the messages, the reader randomly picks *

qZc∈ , and sends it 
to the tag; 

3. the tag computes and sends the reader scrry ++= 21 ; 



4. reader checks whether the equation cvIAvAyU ++= 21  holds. If it holds, the 
reader accepts the tag; Otherwise the reader rejects the tag as illegitimate. 

Randomized Hashed GPS. The secret/public key pairs of the tag and the reader 
are the same as the above, and the scheme is executed as follows: 

1. the tag randomly selects *
21, qZrr ∈ , computes and sends the reader 

),( 21 UrPrHz = ; 
2. the reader randomly picks *

qZc∈ , and sends it to the tag; 

3. After receiving the challenge, the tag computes scrry ++= 21 , and sends 
the reader UrAPrA 2211 , ==  and y ; 

4. reader checks whether the equations cvIAvAyU ++= 21  and 
),( 21 AAHz =  hold. If they hold, the reader accepts the tag; Otherwise the 

reader rejects the tag as illegitimate. 
As to a JW adversary, he can access to oracle )(πresult , and by definition of 

oracle )(tagCorrupt , the adversary knows the corrupted tag’s secret key s . We 
present an impersonation attack on Randomized (Hashed) GPS scheme and man-in-
the-middle attack on Randomized GPS scheme to track the identity of the tag.  

Impersonation attack on Randomized (Hash) GPS scheme. Assume the 
adversary has obtained some tag’s authentication messages, i.e. },,,{ 21 ycAA  in 
Randomized GPS scheme, in order to test whether the random tag is the corrupted one, 
the attacker impersonates the tag to have an authentication operation with the reader. 
The attack is illustrated as follows: 

1. the adversary replays the authentication messages 1A  and 2A ; 
2. the reader randomly picks the challenge **

qZc ∈ , and sends it to the tag; 

3. the tag computes and sends the response scscyy ** +−= . 
If the reader accepts the tag as legitimate, the adversary can decide the tag is the 

corrupted one. Because if both tags are the same, the response 
scrrscscyy *

21
** ++=+−=  is a right response; Otherwise the correct response 

should be **
21 scrr ++ , where *s  is the secret of the uncorrupted tag, which is not 

the same as *y . 
Although in Randomized Hashed GPS scheme, the hash function is applied to the 

first message, and the author claimed Randomized Hashed GPS scheme can enhance 
privacy, it is easy to see that this scheme can not resist the impersonation attack we 
present. 

Man-in-the-middle attack on Randomized GPS scheme. After the random tag 
sends the reader UrAPrA 2211 , ==  with two randomly selected *

21, qZrr ∈ , the 
adversary executes the man-in-the-middle attack as follows: 

1. After obtaining the challenge *
qZc∈  sent by the reader, the adversary selects 

a random *c , computes and sends the tag *cc + ; 
2. After the adversary gets the tag’s response y , he changes it as scyy ** −=  

with the corrupted tag’s secret s . The adversary sends the reader *y  at last. 



If the reader accepts the tag as legitimate, the adversary can determine the tag is the 
same as the corrupted one. Because now the response csrrscyy ++=−= 21

**  is 
the right response; Otherwise the changed response is scsccrr ***

21 )( −+++ , and 
the right response should be *

21 csrr ++ , where *s  is the real secret of the tag. 
These two values are not the same, so the reader will reject the authentication. 

4   Our Construction with Backward Privacy   

From the analysis in the section 3, we can see if the adversary can not access to 
)(πresult  oracle, it is difficult to execute many forms of security attacks, because the 

adversary can not determine the effect of their changes on the communication 
messages. In this part, we give our construction of the ECC-based authentication 
scheme with backward privacy in the JW model. We name it as Challenge-Hiding 
GPS scheme because as to a passive adversary, he can not deduce the real challenge 
used in the protocol.   

4.1   Our Constructions 

In our scheme, the secret/public key pairs of the tag and the reader are ),( sPIs =  
and ),( vPUv = , and the scheme is executed as follows: 

1. the tag randomly selects *
qZr∈ , computes and sends the reader rPA =1 ; 

2. the reader randomly picks *
qZc∈ , and sends it to the tag; 

3. After receiving the message c , the tag first computes rUA =2 , and the 
actual challenge ),( 2

* cAHc = . At last the tag computes and sends the reader 
*scry += ; 

4. When receiving the response y , the reader computes 12 ' vAA = , 
),'(' 2 cAHc = , and checks whether there exists tag’s public key I  satisfying 

equation IcAyP '1 += . if the equation holds, the reader accepts the tag; 
Otherwise the reader rejects the tag.  

We can see in our scheme, the real challenge *c  is computed using the message 
c  from the reader and a Diffie-Hellman key agreement value 2A  between the tag 
and the reader. While in the schemes in section 3 and Schnorr scheme, the challenge 
is sent by the reader. As to a passive adversary, given 1A  and U , he can not obtain 
the value of 2A  because of the  difficulty of Computational Diffie-Hellman 
Problem. So, the actual challenge is hiding from the passive adversary.  



4.2   Performance and Security Analysis of Our Scheme 

Before giving the security analysis of our scheme, we first compare our Challenge-
Hiding scheme(CH-GPS) with the Randomized GPS(R-GPS) scheme and 
Randomized Hashed GPS(RH-GPS) scheme according to computation and 
communication overhead in the following table 1, where ECPM/ECA means Elliptic 
Curve point multiplication/addition operation; AM/AA means ordinary arithmetic 
multiplication/addition operation, Hash means hash function and CO is 
communication overhead: 

Table 4.1  The comparison of our scheme with Randomized (Hashed) GPS scheme 

Schemes ECPM ECA AM AA Hash CO 
CH-GPS(Tag) 2 0 1 1 1 2 
R-GPS (Tag) 2   0 1   2 0 3 
RH-GPS(Tag) 2 0 1 2 1 4 
 
CH-GPS(Reader) 3 1 0 0 1 1 
R-GPS (Reader) 3 2 1   0 0 1 
RH-GPS(Reader) 3 2 1 0 1 1 

 
From the comparison, we can conclude that our scheme has the best communication 
overhead just the same as the basic Schnorr identification scheme. As to computation, 
our scheme is better than the Randomized Hashed GPS scheme and has more a hash 
function operation than that of the Randomized GPS scheme.   

In the following, we give the security analysis of the authenticity and privacy of 
Challenge-Hiding GPS scheme proposed.  

Theorem 4.1 (Authenticity). Assume )(⋅H  is preimage and collision resistant 
hash function, and assume the hardness of the DH problem, Challenge-Hiding GPS 
scheme satisfies Honest-Verifier Zero-knowledge in the random oracle model. 

Proof: Honest-Verifier Zero-Knowledge means there exists a simulator Sim  able 
to simulate a protocol instance given the prover's identity I  and a challenge c , i.e. 

);( IcSim  outputs a pair A  and y , such that ]::[ ycA  is a valid identifying 
transcript. 

The eavesdropping adversary learns the tuple )::( 1 ycA  just as the Schnorr 
identification scheme. It is easy to see that the random variables 1A , c , y  are 
individually uniformly distributed on their domains. However, the real challenge is 
not the value c  but *c  generated by the scheme. If the verifier publishes his secret 
key to the simulator, the adversary can deduce the real challenge, and the views of the 
adversary in our scheme is just the same as in Schnorr scheme.   

In the random oracle model, as to a challenge c~ , the simulator Sim  can first 
choose randomly qZy ∈~  and qZc ∈'~ , then computes IcPyA '~~~

−= , and sets the 

hash value )~,~( cAvH  as '~c . The tuples )::( 1 ycA  and )~:~:~( ycA  are then 
identically distributed.  



Theorem 4.2(Backward Privacy). Assume )(⋅H  is preimage and collision 
resistant hash function, and assume the hardness of the DH and CDH problem, 
Challenge-Hiding GPS scheme can provide with backward privacy in JW model. 

Proof: In the JW security model, the adversary can corrupt the tag and retrieve the 
secret of the tag, i.e. the value s . In the learning phrase, the adversary can not get the 
information of the reader’s secret key because of the zero-knowledge property.  

After selecting the challenged tag bTag , the adversary can actively involve in the 
authentication. He can impersonate the legitimate tag or the reader, but from the CDH 
problem and the random distribution of the hash function, he can not deduce the real 
challenge used in each authentication. Here to track the identity of the tag, it is 
meaningless for the adversary to generate a new commitment 1A  to send when 
impersonating the tag (In this way, the adversary will know the hiding challenge). 

In the equation of *scry += , there must exist two unknown variables r  and *c . 
And from the verification equation IcAyP *

1 += , the adversary can not link the 
identity of the challenge tag with some public key I  because of the hardness of DH 
problem. That is to say, the view of the adversary is uniformly distributed, so the 
adversary can not have non-negligible advantage to guess the bit b . 

Here we show that if there exists an algorithm 1ALG  to break the backward 
privacy with advantage ε , we can construct an algorithm 2ALG  to break the DDH 
problem. The input to the 2ALG  is ),,,( 1 hPbPaPPP = , 2ALG  randomly selects 

qZs∈  as the secret of the tag, and bP  is the public key of the reader, which all 

send to algorithm 1ALG . To execute the authentication, the 2ALG  can randomly 
select *

qZr∈ , and sets 11 rPA = ; and as to the challenge c , he can compute the real 

challenge ),(* crhPHc = . We can see if abPhP = , then *c  is the correct 
challenge; otherwise it is not computed correctly. The response of the tag is 

scry *+= , so the verification equation can be modified as 1
*

11 sPcAyP += .  
If abPhP =  does not hold, the views of the 1ALG  are randomly distributed; 

while if abPhP =  holds, the views of the 1ALG  are real authentication distribution. 
So we can get: 

+== )/()( 12 abPhPwinALGprwinALGpr  

εε
4
1

2
1

2
1*

2
1)

2
1(*

2
1)/( 1 +=++=≠ abPhPwinALGpr  

5   Conclusions 

Privacy is an important issue required as to the security of RFID system, and 
backward privacy is a very strong privacy definition. In this paper, we remark on the 
security of two efficient public key authentication schemes, and show they can not 
provide backward privacy as to the adversary in JW privacy model. Via hiding the 
challenge using the technique of Diffie-Hellman key agreement scheme, we present a 



new scheme satisfying backward privacy, and our scheme has the best 
communication overheads and the same computation efficiency, compared to these 
two schemes. 
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